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Graham Rule

Journal Editor gets medal

It gives me great pleasure to announce that Dr Dave Gavine has been awarded the Lorimer Medal of the Astronomical Society of Edinburgh. This medal is
awarded from time to time in memory of our benefactor, John Henry Lorimer RSA, in recognition of meritorious work in diffusing the knowledge of Astronomy
among the general public.

Dave was born in and brought up in Dundee. He graduated with a BSc in Astronomy and Geology from the University of St Andrews and taught Science in
Dundee before attending Aberdeen University where he earned an MA in Geography. He taught at Fort Augustus Abbey School before moving to Edinburgh in
1979 to take up a post as Lecturer in Maths and Science at the Leith Nautical College (later Jewel and Esk Valley College). He is in charge of the Planetarium at
the College which is well worth a visit.

Dave is a founder member (and Honorary President) of the Dundee Astronomical Society, past president of the SAG, honorary vice-president of the Edinburgh
University Astronomy Society and Assistant Director of the BAA's Aurora Section. He is a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society and of the Royal
Meteorological Society.

He is a well-known speaker at meetings of Astronomical Societies around the country and has educated and entertained many thousands of visitors to the
Planetarium which he runs at the College. We have been very fortunate to have Dave as one of our more active members and he has twice been President of the
ASE (1983-85 and 1991-92).

Dave's next talk to the ASE is scheduled for Friday 2nd June 1995 when he will be talking on "Navigating by the Stars". Dave is also editor of this Journal
(except this page).

ASE is on the Internet

Those of you with access to the Internet may be interested to know that the ASE now has a 'home page' on the World Wide Web at

http://www.roe.ac.uk/asewww

This will contain information about the ASE's meetings and anything else that seems to be appropriate.

Road Access to Calton Hill

The District Council have recently put a notice at the foot of the Calton Hill indicating that vehicles are not allowed on the Hill after 9pm 'without permission'.
We have been informed that the ASE are to continue to be able to use the road and car park but it may become necessary to issue some sort of 'parking permit'.
The ASE Council will, of course, keep members informed of any developments.
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Richard Hugh Stoy, CBE MA PhD DSc FRSSA FRAS FRSE - an
appreciation

David Gavine

Professor Stoy, who died on November 8 1994, was one of our most loyal and distinguished members. He was born in Wolverhampton on January 31 1910,
educated at Wolverhampton School and entered Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. High honours in the Mathematics Tripos was followed by his Ph.D.
and a two-year Commonwealth Fund Fellowship at Lick Observatory, California, then he joined the staff at the Royal Observatory at the Cape as First Assistant
to John Jackson. Dr Jackson, from Paisley, was one of three Scots who had been Director at the Cape, the others being Thomas Henderson (1831-33) and Sir
David Gill (1879-1907). Dr Stoy then succeeded Dr Jackson as His Majesty's Astronomer at the Cape in 1950 and held the post until he retired in 1968, having
been the last person to hold the title.

His work throughout his career at the Cape was in the field of stellar photometry. The Royal Observatory there was a leading provider of standard magnitudes of
stars in the southern hemisphere; its work also included the measurement of magnitudes of tens of thousands of stars in the massive Cape Photographic
Catalogue. Stoy himself was a world expert in observational techniques of stellar photometry, and great changes in the instrumentation took place under his
Directorship. As part of the programme he acquired a new 18-inch photometric reflector for the observatory, and in 1963 installed the 40-inch "Elizabeth"
telescope built by Grubb Parsons of Newcastle, which now operates at a mountain site chosen in Stoy's time at Sutherland, western Karroo. Dr Stoy was also
associated with the University of Cape Town where he was Honorary Professor of Astronomy. He served as a Vice President of the International Astronomical
Union from 1958 to 1964.

The Royal Observatory at the Cape had since its foundation in 1820 operated under British auspices. In 1968 discussions on the future of astronomy in South
Africa commenced which eventually led to the transfer of the Royal Observatory to the South African Government and the foundation of the new South African
Observatory. Professor Stoy decided to return to Britain. As Patrick Moore remarked [1] "... the Observatory can never have had a more effective Director, or
one who was more universally popular."

In 1969 Dr Stoy was appointed Deputy Director to Professor H. A. Brück at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, and was responsible for much of the internal
administration of the observatory. On the scientific side, he used the twin photometric telescope (now at St Andrews University) to make photoelectric
observations of standard stars for the observatory's galactic astronomy programme. In 1970 he was made an Honorary Professor in the University of Edinburgh,
an appointment reserved for distinguished scholars who contribute to teaching in the university; in Stoy's case this included giving advanced courses on classical
astronomy to the honours astrophysics students. While at ROE he edited and made substantial contributions to Everyman's Astronomy (Dent, London 1974), an
excellent and still useful book for general readers. He retired in March 1975 but remained a familiar figure at Blackford Hill where, in the company of the late
Mr Norman Matthew, he continued to attend colloquia for many years.

Professor Stoy was created a CBE in 1957. In 1970 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh and in 1976 was awarded the degree of Doctor of
Science (honoris causa) by the University of Cape Town.

Professor Stoy was elected an Honorary President of our Society in 1972 but always insisted on paying his subscription as an ordinary member. He served on
our Council for many years, where his wisdom and experience were of great value, was Vice-President from 1979 to 1981 but modestly declined to be
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President.

Despite failing health lately he was a regular attender at our meetings and enjoyed all the Society's activities. He will be remembered as a kind man with a happy
disposition, and is sadly missed.

The Editor thanks Professor and Dr Mary Brück for much of the above information.

Reference

P. Moore and P. Collins, The Astronomy of Southern Africa, Hale, London 1977, 82-84.

Society news
We are very pleased to welcome Professor Andrew Lawrence, the new Professor of Astronomy at the University of Edinburgh, as Honorary President.

Congratulations to Gavin Ramsay, one of our most active former members and a member of the Council, on the award of his Ph.D. in astronomy from London
University. Gavin is presently working at the University of Utrecht.

Meetings: On December 2 Dr Mike Hawkins of ROE gave a lecture on "Brown Dwarfs", and on January 13 Dr Fiona Vincent (St Andrews University) gave us
"Cometary Tales". Ron Livesey's subject, on February 3, was "Why Observe the Aurora". At the AGM on March 3 Mr Paul Money of Boston gave a very
thorough blow-by-blow account of the impact of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter. The following office-bearers were elected: President - Mr Graham
Rule; Vice-Presidents - Mr Alan Pickup and Mr Gerry Taylor; Secretary - Mr Peter MacDonald; Treasurer - Mr Jim Nisbet; Councillors - Mr Johnnie Bradley,
Mr Alan Ellis, Mr Ray Fenoulhet, Mr Austin Gordon, Mrs Lorna McCalman and Ms Carol Rankin. Mr Jamie Shepherd continues as Director of the Observatory
and acting Librarian.

The Summer syllabus began not with a lecture on April 7 but but with a group visit to ROE's Star Party, part of the Science Festival. On the following day an
Open Day was held at the Calton Hill Observatory. Some of our members showed the public around and gave short talks. Thanks to all who contributed. On
May 5 we held what has become an annual tradition, the Quiz between our Society and ROE. Our team of Gerry Taylor, Duncan Waldron and John Baker were
up against a formidable ROE squad - Mark McAuley, Roy Wolstencroft and Prof. Andrew Lawrence, with our own John Reid as quizmaster. We won again, but
only just, with 1½ marks difference, so the "trophy" remains at Calton Hill. The cheese and wine party afterwards was much appreciated.

Scottish Astronomers' Group

A meeting of the Scottish Astronomers' Group took place in Stirling on Saturday May 20. Ron Livesey and Dave Gavine attended. Dr David Clarke of Glasgow
University described how CCD systems work and showed some simple devices used by Glasgow students. After tea Dr Robert Forsyth described the Ulysses
probe which, using Jupiter's gravitational field as a "sling" has made a pass over one pole of the Sun and will make another, to study the configuration of the
Sun's magnetic field and the properties of the coronal holes. This is of great interest to aurora investigators.
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Membership of SAG costs £5 a year. There are two meetings and four informative newsletters per year. For information send SAE to Dr Fiona Vincent,
"Ravenscourt", 23 Strathkinness High Road, St Andrews KY16 9UA.

This year's Scottish Astronomy Weekend will be held in Stirling on October 13 to 15, there will be eminent speakers and some "hands-on" practical astronomy
projects. The cost will be much lower than in previous years because accommodation has been arranged at Stirling Youth Hostel which, your Editor is informed,
is much more upmarket than the average hostel. Or you can go B&B. Details from Fiona Vincent.

Night on the bare mountain
by Ron Livesey

In Scotland, Austria or anywhere else for that matter, there is nothing quite like walking in the hills. Whether climbing Ben Lomond by night with the pools on
the path reflecting noctilucent clouds, or camping, the sight of sunrise on adjacent peaks is always uplifting. It is not surprising, therefore, that the amateur hill-
walking astronomer can find pleasure, if not technical interest, in watching sunrise along the lunar terminator.

Over a period of an hour or so, changes in the visible landscape are apparent as more and more of the surface is touched by the solar rays. High ground appears
as spots of light in the dark beyond the terminator. Due to libration the angle of sunlight with respect to the surface changes from lunation to lunation so that
every sunrise is not the same. At the limb the observer can see further round the corner as it were, at suitable librations. With variations in the angle of the
incident light on undulating topography some features appear brighter than others. On occasion this has led some observers to wonder about the possibility of
there being a transient lunar phenomenon (TLP) but on these occasions it is an artifact of the lighting.

Instrumental and seeing conditions play a most important part in what can be observed. I used to observe in Renfrewshire with a 6½ inch reflector but now use a
2½ inch refractor within the City of Edinburgh with acceptable results. The smaller instrument cannot pick out the detail obtainable from the larger one but is
suitable for my exploration of the sunrises or sunsets along the terminator and limb. A Tolles eyepiece at x 50 gives good observing but suffers from a narrow
field of view. Erfle eyepieces in combination with a Barlow lens can give up to x 100 although the longer length of the telescope tube can be a nuisance. I
observe from within a warm room through double glazing when the moon is in a suitable position, which can mean getting up at 3 in the morning, reminiscent
of mountain camping. This method is recommended to older observers who, like myself, are susceptible to bronchitis when exposed for long at a telescope in
the Scottish Arctic winter nights. The only thing to watch is that if the moonlight rays pass through the glazing at too acute an angle I have to re-focus the
instrument fairly frequently.

Seeing in Edinburgh can be dreadful but it is less disturbing to a smaller instrument using low magnifications. A clear frosty night can be worse than a windy
night. Looking back through the record book there have been quite a few nights last winter when it has been possible to observe without too much trouble from
seeing. There are many references in the literature to apparent changes in the lunar landscape observed by very skilled observers. However, I have found that
quirks in the seeing conditions in combination with the selection of eyepieces to use can on occasions give spurious results. A sudden improvement in
conditions can turn an apparent valley in shadow into a shadowed crater while a change in lighting as a sunrise develops can transform a ridge of emerging hills
into a crater wall. A change in magnification may show up detail to better identify a feature, but magnification can lead to loss of clarity and sharpness of image.
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Colour filters are helpful in identifying variations in brightness of lunar features by eliminating glare and increasing contrast. Blue, yellow and red filters have
been tried. Red suffers from the Purkinje Effect whereby to the human eye red light dims faster than yellow light but this can assist in making contrast when
looking for bright patches on the moon.

As an amateur sketcher and painter, one feature to me makes drawing the lunar landscape different from terrestrial views. On earth one can compare the sketch
directly with what is looked at. In the case of the moon the observer cannot so compare his efforts and must carry the image in his head from telescope to paper
and vice versa. Only a projection device such as a camera obscura could give comparison accurately between the observed image and the sketch.

Why not make photographs? My experience is that when one takes photographs all that is remembered are such things as film speed, exposure and the like. If a
subject is drawn, the act of sketching imprints the detail onto the observer's memory. It is easy to recall details over the years especially if the artist has a picture
memory and an engineering training in recording factual details. One can study a photograph for detail but the sketch notes the detail important to the observer. I
have long since given up photography for the sketch book.

To conclude, there is a lot of fun and technical interest in observing and drawing sunrise on the lunar landscape. Sketches can show quite different aspects of a
particular formation over a period of time and different lunations. In addition, setting up indoors as I now do gives a degree of comfort in the work and it must
be remembered that discomfort adversely affects the accuracy of observing. Gone are the days of standing in 9 inches of snow or having the eyelashes frozen to
the eyepiece. Why observe a lunar mountain in sunrise? As Mallory said of Everest, "Because it is there".
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George Forbes
by Dave Gavine
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When I first became interested in astronomy in the early Fifties, one of my favourite books to borrow from the Dundee Public Library was The Wonder and
Glory of the Stars by George Forbes. I now have my own copy and still enjoy reading it although, published in 1926, it is rather dated. The book was a
"distillation" of 22 years of David Elder Foundation astronomy lectures given at the Royal College in Glasgow by the author, and his infectious enthusiasm
shines through. Later, with developing interest in the history of astronomy I wanted to find out who George Forbes was - I had never seen his name anywhere
else. I managed to piece together his story from a variety of sources, and he turns out to have been one of these highly respected, versatile and very talented men
of the last century, now forgotten because he did not discover or invent anything "big". He was not even listed in the Dictionary of National Biography. (1).

He was the only son of Professor James David Forbes (1809-1868). First, a word about this man, because he was another Victorian notable whose contributions
to science are now being re-appraised. The grandson of Sir William Forbes of Pitsligo, he was born in comfortable circumstances in Edinburgh, and showed a
prodigious scientific ability from youth. While still an undergraduate at Edinburgh University he was the first to describe the use of averted vision to detect faint
objects in a telescope field, and was already publishing scientific papers for the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, to which he was elected a
Fellow at the extraordinary age of 19. At 24 he was appointed Professor of Natural Philosophy at Edinburgh, chosen from a short leet of formidable candidates
including Sir David Brewster. He held this post until 1859 when he was appointed Principal of United College, St Andrews, up to his death in 1868. At
Edinburgh he was a rigorous reformer, raising academic standards and instituting written degree examinations, encouraged by his friends at Cambridge, Airy
and Sir John Herschel. He discovered the polarisation of infra-red, and although his lectures contained a great deal of physical astronomy he became more and
more interested in meteorology and in the physics of the Earth, investigating ground temperatures with deep thermometers sunk into Calton Hill, and the work
for which he is best known - the properties and structure of glaciers. He wrote Travelling through the Alps in 1843 and Theory of Glaciers in 1859. He was made
DCL, (Oxford), LL.D (Edinburgh), elected FRS in 1832 (aged 23!) and was active in the founding of the British Association for the Advancement of Science.

J. D. Forbes was a tall, gangling, gaunt figure, an intense and severe man apparently lacking in humour. As Professor he was one of the Visitors who regularly
inspected the Royal Observatory on Calton Hill, but he grew to hate this job because he quickly fell out with the eccentric Astronomer Royal Piazzi Smyth,
whose ideas and - wicked sense of humour were both far ahead of their time.

George Forbes seems to have been a much more amiable character. He was born in Edinburgh in 1849, attended Edinburgh Academy then St Andrews
University but moved to St Catharine's College, Cambridge, and graduated BA in 1871. He was given some instruction in astronomy at Greenwich by Airy
himself, and from 1872 to 1880 he was Professor of Natural Philosophy at Anderson's College (which later became the Royal College of Science and
Technology and is now Strathclyde University) in succession to Alexander Stewart Herschel, the great meteor pioneer. Forbes, too, was interested in meteors
and wrote a few early papers on them: he was one of the observers of the Leonid storm of 1866. However, he did not teach astronomy formally, and his
astronomical activities remained thereafter at a popular or speculative level. At only 25 he led a British party to Hawaii to watch the 1874 Transit of Venus, and
wrote a small book about it compiled from his articles in Nature.

He became interested in many aspects of physics. Around 1876-80 he collaborated with Dr James Young FRS on measuring the velocity of light by a modified
Fizeau method using an arc lamp and a distance of about 6 km across a Scottish loch, but the result, 301,382 km s-1 was a little in excess of Michelson's
estimate and the modern figure. His interests moved on to electrical engineering and he became an adviser to an incandescent lamp company in London. He left
Glasgow to engage in consultancy work and was much-travelled. In 1891 he was called in to supervise the generating installations at Niagara Falls, and
surveyed cataracts on the Nile and in New Zealand to assess their hydro-electric potential. He invented a meter for alternating current and the carbon brushes
used in dynamos. Having been a special correspondent for The Times during the Russo-Turkish War, he then became involved in the South African War and was
one of Kitchener's advisers. Here he developed an improved range-finder and a gun-sight. He was elected FRS in 1887, LL.D St Andrews in 1926, and won the
French Legion d'Honneur and the Russian Order of St George, besides many other awards and honours.
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Around 1880 he began to develop an idea put forward by Flammarion that the aphelion distances of short-period comets tend to fall near the orbits of major
planets. Using more distant comet aphelia, Forbes conjectured that there could be planetary orbits with periods of 1000 and 5000 years, and even computed
elements for a possible ultra-Neptunian planet for the lesser of these figures, giving a possible area of sky in which it might be found, but photographic searches
by Dr Roberts at Crowborough and Mr Wilson at Daramona proved fruitless. (Of course, such planets may still exist!). In 1901 he returned to the problem,
trying to prove that the "lost" comet of 1556 had actually returned in 1844, having been perturbed by the ultra-Neptunian body which, he conjectured, was
bigger than Jupiter and in the constellation Libra. Again, nothing was found.

George Forbes was a close friend of Sir David Gill, the famous Astronomer at the Cape, and visited him there at least three times. He wrote his biography,
David Gill, Man and Astronomer (London 1916) which is a masterpiece. He also wrote History of Astronomy (London 1909), The Earth, the Sun and the Moon
(London 1927) and The Stars (London 1927). However, he had little interest in making money from his books and inventions and in his old age he was reduced
to very humble circumstances. He never married, and lived for years as a semi-recluse in a small wooden dwelling, called The Shed, at the edge of a forest near
Pitlochry. Even when nearly blind he refused to sell any of his library of 3000 valuable scientific books, mostly his father's collection, and donated them all to
St Andrews University. Eventually he was given a Civil List pension to ease his poverty, moved to Worthing and died there on October 22, 1936.

References

1. Although he now appears in the new DNB "Missing Persons" volume (1993) p.229. Brief biographies are in Obituary Notices of Fellows of the Royal
Society ii (1936-8); and The Times 24 October 1936.
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James D. Forbes

About the ASE Journal
Editor: Dr D. Gavine, 29 Coillesdene Crescent, Edinburgh EH15 2JJ. 657 2338.

Thanks to Graham Rule for assistance with the publication of the Journal.

Recent aurorae
January 2/3: 1820-1900 homogeneous arc in cloud. JR. 
Jan 17/18: 2300-0000 active rays and arc then fading auroral light. JR, DG. 
Jan 29/30: 2150-0045 faint light then brightening, homog. arc which broke up into bright moving rayed patches, with diffuse light patches streaming below the
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arc near the horizon. JR, DG. 
Feb 27/28: 2310 auroral light in cloud breaks. DG. 
Mar 11/12: 2150-0015 very faint arc then brightening, broke into diffuse rayed patches moving W, subsided to quiet arc. DG. 
Apr 7/8: 2140-2230 rayed band then quiet homog. arc & light in cloud breaks. JR, DG, DW.

JR - John Reid, Ballencreiff; DG - Dave Gavine, Joppa; DW - Duncan Waldron, Stow. Ron Livesey detected the magnetic disturbances for all of these active
nights. As we approach the solar minimum the aurora does not diminish very much in frequency, but the displays are seen rather low in the northern sky and
activity tends to be weaker. However, major solar events can occur at any time, and huge displays of aurora are not unknown even at solar minimum.

Watch out for NOCTILUCENT CLOUD any time from now.

Meteor update - August 1994 to May 1995
by Brian Kelly

The current interest in the August Perseids, generated by the recent perihelion passage of the shower's parent Comet Swift-Tuttle and enhanced visual rates, was
given a further lift by the excellent prospects for 1994. New Moon was on August 7th, allowing dark skies for the build-up to maximum, and even on maximum
night, August 12/13th, the 5-day old Moon set during twilight.

The weather, too, seemed to be on the meteor observer's side, with clear skies during the last week of July and the first week of August. However things took a
turn for the worse in the week up to maximum, with generally cloudy skies. But as if to prove that this was to be the Perseid's year after all, August 12/13
produced a beautiful night with hardly a cloud to be seen. Unfortunately this was not to last, and the following nights saw a return to cloudy conditions.

Nonetheless, the 1994 Perseids proved successful for the BAA Meteor Section's Northern Network, with over a dozen observers carrying out watches between
July 27/28 and August 13/14 and reporting a total of 1290 meteors. Location of contributing observers is given below:

Ayr:            Nick Martin 
Ballingry:      John Glover 
Comrie:         David Gavine, Janine Hawkes, James Shepherd 
Dundee:         John Glover, Cathy Jenkins, Paul Jenkins, Brian Kelly, 
                Bill Pullar 
Edinburgh:      David Gavine 
Glengarnock:    Tom McEwan 
Morpeth:        Alastair McBeath 
Stirling:       Alan Smeaton, Stirling Astronomical Society 
St Andrews:     Fiona Vincent 

All were visual observers, with Tom McEwan also carrying out photographic work.
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Perseid activity usually begins about July 25, and an early start was made by Fiona Vincent who observed on July 27/28, 28/29 and 29/30. Rates were still low,
but a few Perseids were logged. Several observers took advantage of clear skies at the beginning of August, contributing watches on 2/3, 3/4, 4/5 and 5/6. This
period saw the ZHR gradually move into double figures, though only two further nights before maximum were good enough to produce reports, August 8/9 and
11/12. The most comprehensive coverage came, of course, on maximum night itself, August 12/13. Being a Friday night, many observers were able to put in
long watches without worrying about work the following day!

Twelve observers put in over 30 hours between them on the 12/13, from 2130 UT to 0300 UT - that is, from the end of evening twilight to the beginning of
morning twilight! A grand total of 831 Perseids were recorded on the night - 78 % of the total seen over the entire activity period. Particular mention should go
to Alastair McBeath in Morpeth and to Dave Gavine and James Shepherd who observed from a dark sky site near Comrie in Perthshire; all three contributed
watches of over 4 hours length. Peak ZHR for maximum night was between 60 and 80, with the highest values being recorded slightly later than the predicted
2200 UT maximum.

Reports were received for just one night after maximum, August 13/14, when rates were already in decline. Poor weather prevented watches on other post-
maximum evenings.

So what of the enhanced activity that has occurred about 12 hours ahead of the 'traditional' maximum in recent years? The British Isles were not favoured for
this in 1994, and UK results show 'normal' activity. However observers in the western United States reported an outburst centred around 1100 UT on August 12.
ZHRs based on whole-hour watches are around 185, and extrapolating from a 10-minute count of 33 Perseids a corrected ZHR of 250 could be obtained. As in
previous years, the outburst seems fairly short-lived.

So the Perseids continue to attract interest and provide surprises. Unfortunately this year's return is badly affected by moonlight around maximum - but don't
despair, 1996 will be favourable, and if the sharp 'extra' maximum is still there, Western Europe will be the best place from which to observe it!

A combination of moonlight and poor weather made the autumn rather quiet for the Northern Network, though dedicated veteran Dave Gavine did manage to
catch some Taurids at the beginning of November. Although no NN observers were active for the Leonids, reports from Spain and California show increased
rates during the morning of November 17/18 - up to 3 times higher than usual. Bright moonlight makes it impossible to derive an accurate ZHR, but this may
indicate a rise in activity as we head towards the possible Leonid storm in 1998 or 1999.

Moonlight again interfered with the December Geminids, meaning that watches around maximum were most profitable in the early hours of the morning. Skies
were clear for maximum night, and hardy observers Dave Gavine, John Glover, Brian Kelly, Tom McEwan, Bill Pullar and James Shepherd braved the cold to
record a total of 295 meteors, 240 of them Geminids.

Almost the only shower in 1995 with favourable conditions was the Quadrantid shower of January. This shower has a sharp maximum and can easily be totally
wiped out by moonlight, or by a maximum falling in daylight - but this year maximum was at 2200 UT on January 3, and the Moon was just one day old! The
only thing to worry about was the weather, and after a brilliantly clear day it all looked perfect. But it wasn't to be; a weather system moving in from the west
over the course of the night eventually brought cloud to everyone. Nonetheless, some reports were received from the early part of the evening, though a low
radiant meant low rates. 19 Quadrantids were seen by Dave Gavine, Brian Kelly and Tom McEwan.

The spring months are rather sparse as far as meteors go - the main shower is the April Lyrids, active from April 19th to 25th. Rates are usually rather low, with
a maximum ZHR of about 10, though in some years - such as 1982 - they can undergo a significant outburst. This year the waning Moon would have posed a
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problem for watches after midnight, but in the event the cloud reigned (and rained) again and no results came in from the Northern Network.

As usual, I will be happy to give further information on meteor observing and to provide report forms if you're running low. And I'm even happier to receive
completed reports forms with details of your watches! I can be contacted at:

Mills Observatory, Balgay Park, Glamis Road, Dundee DD2 2UB.

Four minor planets observed and photographed from Hungary
December 94 - January 95

by Graham Young

Most asteroids or minor planets are small rocky Scotland-sized bodies orbiting between Mars and Jupiter. Nearly all are very faint, requiring large telescopes
and long exposure photography to reveal their presence. The largest bodies, however, are bright enough to be picked up easily with a simple mounted S.L.R.
camera, set to widest aperture with a fast film and an exposure of about 30 seconds. A dark site without interfering light pollutions is necessary. The winter of
1994-95 brought four bright asteroids to opposition in the high declination part of the ecliptic: Flora in Taurus, Eunomia and Vesta in Gemini and Ceres in Leo.
The black, clear skies of Árló in North Eastern Hungary gave me an opportunity to photograph all four easily with my (praktika) camera at f1.8 with a
400 I.S.O. film. Eunomia amongst the dense stars of Gemini and Flora hidden within the Hyades cluster of Taurus were picked out easily from the photos. At
around 8th or 9th magnitude these would have been lost amongst the light pollution of Polepark, Dundee. Vesta was easier at fifth magnitude, as was Ceres at
sixth. The latter was in the Sickle of Leo not far from the bright red beacon of Mars.
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The autumn-winter 1994-95 was the best ever for seeing all the planets. Uranus and Neptune were easily photographed by the same method from Hungary in
October - being too low in Sagittarius rendered them almost invisible from Dundee. Saturn was well on view low in the south, Mars high in Leo, Jupiter and
Venus visible in the morning before dawn from January, and later that month Mercury put in an appearance which I saw on only one evening, after my return to
Dundee.
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